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Harry potter cursed child movie date

OK, first thing first: it's not a SITE spoiler, so it's not really a ~spoiler~. We all know that J.K. Rowling wants me to #KeepTheSecrets, and there's no FOMO in this world that's going to lead me to stand up to the Queen. But if you're going to indulge in some harmless Cursed Child gossip, then you should know one spoiler we can leak on opening night:
apparently a live owl messed up during Harry Potter and the cursed child. And by screwed-up, I mean... No one in the audience is absolutely sure where he went? Disappeared. (Like magic.) All we have to do is tweet from people who are definitely luckier than us and we sat in for opening night, and it looks like one of the live owls in the performance flew into
place and then decided to reconcile. Does this look like a genetic owl that must have come from Hedwig's offspring, so could it be a real spoiler? Hedwig had an owl, and that owl isn't here because of your opening night crap? Or maybe the little guy got scared. I can't say for sure, guys. Because, just in case my intermittent loud sobs during this week didn't
make it clear enough, I wasn't there. But people who had some hilarious tweets @the runaway owl. I have a lot of questions. First of all, who was supposed to be the owl? Second, wait, what, is there a live owl in this play? And how many more are there? Flappy, the owl I just misnamed proved that I should never be an animal owner to run away alone or start
a small owl revolution? But, of course, the most important question remains: where is he now? Is there a highly trained, deeply confused owl around the West End as I type this? (And if we find it and bring it back, maybe we'll get free tickets to watch Curse Child? Wowowow, I'd be the terrible superhero.) In any case, keep your eyes open, London.Anyway,
I'm sure everyone in the play treated it like #bosses are. Are those of us who are still emotionally compromised by our lack of Cursed Children's Tickets, on the other hand? NOT SO MUCH. Pictures: Warner Bros; Giphy Keep up with the latest daily buzz in the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Harry Potter and the Cursed Child - the play by JK Rowling, Jack
Thorne, and John Tiffany - have been a big hit on Broadway and the West End stage. The play takes place between Harry Potter and the Deathly Halliers, and tracks the relationship between Harry's child and Draco's son Albus Potter and Scorpius Malfoy. Harry Potter and the Cursed Child | Photo by Walter McBride/Getty Images The unlikely duo team up to
rescue Cedric Diggory from his dire fate back in the Goblet of Fire. The plot thickens, the anticipation builds, the family turmoil increases, and the tension only increases on the first page. While those who read the piece were complaint - feeling that JK JK signature sound is lost in the shuffle - those who see the game, as it was intended to be consumed, are
often nothing more than positive words to share.  Given the success of the production seen on Broadway, it's no surprise that Warner Bros, struggling to gain traction, assumed it would stem from Fantastic Beasts, is worth being the original saviors back on the silver screen. So, what do we know about this leak and how much can we trust it? Let's break it
down.  A very reliable source informed We Got This covered that Warner Bros is planning the ninth Harry Potter film in the original cast, according to We Got This Covered, Warner Bros will adapt the play to a film and bring back Emma Watson, Rupert Grint, and Daniel Radcliffe to portray the original, iconic character. With these three stars at home, fans
spanning the world will cry just by watching the trailer. So, who ratted you out? Sources who told We Got This Covered that the ninth Harry Potter film was on the road also confirmed that Ewan McGregor would return as Obi-Wan, that Marvel was planning the She-Hulk show, and that Disney was developing an Aladdin sequel. Considering all the leaks
mentioned above turned out to be 100% accurate, we have reason to believe this source doesn't just spew random information and create incredible pipedreams that fans are hyped. According to the source, they don't know much at the moment about the intention to film the play and reclaim the three main characters. If this insider really knows what it is,
Harry Potter fans might want to celebrate. But wait, there's a problem... After J.K. Rowling posted a tweet insinuating a ninth Harry Potter film, Pottermore confirmed that wasn't the case. However, revealing this information can spoil a possible movie. Not to mention if Warner Bros wants to give it a surprise - and has become the ticket-seller the studio needs
to bounce back from some flops - keeping it down-low until all is confirmed would be wise. You don't want to build hype, and then you have to tell the fans that it's not going to happen, or Radcliffe's not Potter. J.K. Rowling says no, but our trusty mystery leaker says yes. Could J.K. Rowling be coy, or should fans drop all their hopes for a ninth Harry Potter
movie? Dreamy or realistic? Skeptical or devout? Getty Images Hogwarts fans believe this is the magic bucket list. 1/15 Platform 9 3/4 (Kings Cross Station) One of the best known spots in the Harry Potter books, Kings Cross Station fully embraces its literary significance, even adding a Platform 9 3/4 sign and a carriage half-pushed over the wall; This is the
perfect photo-op for Potter-loving muggles. You want to kill everything for the photo shoot? There's a gift shop next to the car that All kinds of Harry Potter props with scarves and T-shirts with plush Hedwigs and time turning necklaces. 2/15 Hogwarts Express (The Jacobite) The Harry Potter theme parks boast their own ride on the Hogwarts Express, but
have an authentic experience, hop aboard the Jacobite steam locomotive in Scotland. Not only did West Coast Railways provide the harry potter movie locomotive, but Warner Brothers also used its route along the picturesque Glenfinnan Viaduct for filming. 3/15 The Cave by the Sea (Moher Cliffs, Ireland) With Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince, Harry
accompanies Dumbledore in an unnamed cave by the sea, which they believe possesses one of the Voldemort horcruxes. The film version, Ireland Cliffs of Moher is illustrated in the oceanfront cave. 4/15 The Black Lake (Loch Shiel) There are several different bodies of water to stand on the Black Lake surrounding Hogwarts, but one of the most significant is
Loch Shiel in Scotland. Take a cruise along the water to recreate Durmstrang's arrival at the Triwizard Tournament with Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire, just don't anger the merfolk in the depths below. 5/15 The Hogwarts Infirmary (Divinity School, Oxford University) Oxford University makes several appearances in the Harry Potter films (and on this list);
one of the most well-known filming locations is the Deity School and the large windows and fan vault, which is featured as the Hogwarts Infirmary in several films. 6/15 The Portkey Landing Place (Seven Sisters Country Park) After Harry, the Weasleys, the Diggorys, and Hermione grab hold of portkey, which will take them to the Quidditch World Cup, they will
land on a cliff right near the stadium. Want to see the chalk rock face in the real world? Head to Seven Sisters Country Park in Seaford, just a two-hour train ride from London. 7 of the 15 Mrs Hooch's Flying Class (Alnwick Castle) Sure, the kids in the US are planning their own Quidditch races across the country, but if you want authentic broom experience,
head to Alnwick Castle. In the heart of Northumberland is the fortress that served as Mrs. Hooch's flying classroom. It was here that Ron and Harry crashed in the second film about the flying Ford in England. During your visit, discover the castle's art collection and exhibition of World War I memorabilia. And if you're traveling with non-Potter fans, note: The
Castle is also published in Downton Abbey, Doctor Who, Robinhood Prince of Thieves, and Elizabeth. 8/15 The Great Hall (Christ Church College Great Hall) Is one of the best known rooms at Hogwarts in the Great Hall, and fans of the series can see it for themselves at Christ Church College in Oxford (if the space is not occupied by students, of course).
The main hall staircase is featured in several films. 9/15 Where J.K. Rowling finished the series After the final book in the Harry Potter series, J.K. Rowling signed the bust of Balmoral, Edinburgh's Rocco Forte Hotel, in Room 552. Book the room so you can see your handwriting up close or go to the Elephant House café to mimic your writing routine. The
small gourmet café, where JK Rowling does many early drafts and overlooks Edinburgh Castle and the surrounding forrest, is not hard to see how the venue may have influenced the story. 10/15 Millennium Bridge If you're travelling through London, Millennium Bridge is a must-see. Not only is this the site of an evil Death Eater attack in the sixth film, but it is
also one of the most convenient ways to travel to popular tourist attractions such as St Paul's Cathedral and the Tate Modern. 11 at 15 Piccadilly Circus When Hermione apparates the trio away from danger at the start of the first Deathly Halliies movie, they land in Piccadilly Circus (and almost get hit by a bus). Once you've filled the ad-covered buildings,
stop by nearby Fortnum &amp; Mason for their legendary afternoon tea or stop by the Waterstones bookstore to find your next favorite literary series. 12/15 Glen Nevis During the Triwizard Race Harry struggles with a Hungarian horntail in front of a waterfall. See the real (sans-dragon) of Steall Falls Glen Nevis The picturesque scenery also serves as the
backdrop for quidditch matches throughout the series. 13/15 The Warner Brothers Studio Tour London No Harry Potter pilgrimage, worth its weight in its eggs, would be complete without travelling to London's Warner Brothers Studios. Tickets cost £35, and guests have access to props, costumes, and sets including Diagon Alley, the Gryffindor common
room, and Dumbledore's office. Visitors will also learn about the special effects that have helped the filmmakers recreate iconic scenes from the Chamber of Secrets, the Weasley Kitchen, and the Hogwarts Great Hall. Speaking of the Great Hall, a truly magical experience, snag a place in the studio for Christmas dinner with full dinner, dancing, and the
necessary magic lesson. 14/15 The Wizarding World of Harry Potter If you want to plan a Harry Potter-themed holiday, but don't quite swing a ticket to Europe, consider making your way to one of the Wizarding World of Harry Potter parks. Now open in both Orlando and LA, these theme parks recreateD J.K. Rowling texts with great attention to detail. Pick a
wand at Olivanders, check into a Pensieve in Dumbledore's office, and fly out a fire-breathing dragon. Then let's go to Hogsmeade for an ice-cold butter beer. 15/15 College of Wizardry in Poland Do you want to take your love for Hogwarts to the next level? Book a trip to the College of Wizardry in Poland. The live-action role-playing game (LARP, the
Uninitiated) event includes a selection ceremony, classes, games and accommodations Czocha castle in Poland. But playing Harry Potter for the weekend isn't cheap. Tickets range from €390 to €430 and include food and accommodation. Hotel.
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